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THE BARNES FIRM LAUNCHES 
SIDEWALK SNAP: SEE IT. SNAP IT. SEND IT. 

 Web-based application aimed to help get city sidewalks fixed
 Community involvement is catalyst for driving change

NEW YORK, NY (JULY 2021) - Sidewalks are a vital part of our neighborhoods and people of all ages rely on safe, passable 
walkways for transportation and recreation. 

We’ve all seen sidewalks with dangerous cracks, crumbling concrete, and uneven cement - potentially causing a tripping 
hazard. Now, people living and working in these neighborhoods will have the ability to do something about it. Introducing 
SidewalkSnap, a web-based application that helps communities locate and identify sidewalks in need of repair. 

SidewalkSnap was developed by The Barnes Firm Injury Attorneys to empower people to make a difference in their 
communities. In three simple steps, SidewalkSnap gives people the opportunity to help make their neighborhood a safer and 
more desirable place for everyone to live, work and play. 

SEE IT. 
SEE a dangerous sidewalk that needs to be fixed? Unsafe pathways can be spotted throughout many neighborhoods, and if 
the responsible party isn’t notified, the sidewalk may not get fixed.  SidewalkSnap aims to change that. 
SNAP IT. 
SNAP a picture of the unsafe sidewalk. When location services are enabled on your smart phone, SidewalkSnap will 
automatically record the location. You may also choose to manually enter the unsafe sidewalk location in the next step. 
SEND IT. 
Upload the image of the unsafe sidewalk to SidewalkSnap.com.  That’s  it! The Barnes Firm will take care of the rest! Once 
the image is uploaded, a notification will be sent to the responsible party that there’s a potential problem. 

The Barnes Firm Injury Attorneys are dedicated to help keep our communities safe from unnecessary injuries that happen as 
a result of unsafe and dangerous walking surfaces.  Report hazardous and dangerous sidewalks at SidewalkSnap.com. 
SEE IT. SNAP IT. SEND IT. Become a Sidewalk Snapper and learn how to win prizes at SidewalkSnap.com. More details are 
coming soon! 

For further information about The Barnes Firm, and its practice areas and success on behalf of past clients, visit 
TheBarnesFirm.com or contact the Law Offices of The Barnes Firm at (800) 800-0000. 

### 

About The Barnes Firm 
The Barnes Firm has experienced personal injury attorneys who focus exclusively on accident cases including, but  not 
limited to, slip/trip and fall, car/motorcycle, construction/workplace and mesothelioma/medical injuries.  The attorneys at 
the firm have helped thousands of injured victims recover millions of dollars through their personal injury claims. The firm 
has locations in New York and California, with offices in New York City, Long Island, Buffalo, Rochester, San Diego, Los 
Angeles, and the San Francisco Bay Area. 
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